
Installing your hood strut kit…..

Since we will be taking out the hood hinge bolts, we want to 
make sure we know where the hood hinge is in relation to the 
hood.  Saves a lot of time trying to realign things.  I like to use 
masking tape to mark the outer edge as well as the bottom edge 
of the hinge(when you install the strut support, you will not be 
able to see the top of the hinge….or remove the tape).  I would 
think you could tape out the inside of the hinge too if you felt the 
need.  The hinges will move around so getting them back where 
there were is somewhat critical.  Mark them however you feel 
most comfortable to get them back exactly where they were.

Grab the proper side long metal strut support piece…..marked L 
and R….sometimes just R……and figure out where they go.  
They are not where the steering wheel is...….they are RIGHT 
HAND SIDE and LEFT HAND SIDE as you sit in the truck and 
look out.  They have a slight angle to them….that should be 
pointing towards the center of the hood.  The ball stud points 
down, the rubber cushion/pad goes against the underside of the 
hood.  

Get your new hardware ready with lock and flat washers.  

At this point, you have the hood open and on it’s prop rod.  I like 
to put something under the corner of the hood that I am working 
on.  You will do the hinges one at a time.  The hood is heavy and 
it will fall so it’s imperative something is under the corner when 
you pull those 2 bolts.  Some dense foam, wood with a rag, 
whatever you have to keep that hood from falling onto the cowl is 
necessary.  If you’re quick and have an extra set of helper hands, 
that works well to keep the hood up….but always try to at least 
have a rag or something in there just in case.   Remove the 2 
OEM hinge bolts….install the long metal strut support and 
loosely bolt it in place with provided hardware(flat and lock 



washer too).  Get the hinge where you want it and tighten them 
down.

Hood is up on the prop rod now, both strut supports are 
installed, tape is removed from the hinge area.  Almost done.

Next we need to remove a fender bolt in the inside of the engine 
compartment.  This is a 12 mm headed bolt that will be coming 
out and not going back in.  This bolt is installed parallel to the 
ground…it goes from about midway up the cowl(about 3” above 
where the round portion of the cowl meets the flat portion of the 
firewall….there’s a flange there) and it points at the fender( it 
holds the inner fender to the cowl flange).  Remove it.  Install the 
ball stud with the flat washer.

For this part you’ll be lifting the hood WAY off the hood strut to 
get the struts on.  They simply snap in on the ball studs.  Keep 
the cylinder portion up, rod portion down.  That should complete 
the project.

I keep my prop rod in it’s spot….it isn’t hurting anyone there and 
just in case there was a failure with a strut or something, it’s nice 
to have a backup. 

Please don’t hesitate to call or email with any questions and 
thanks for your purchase….
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